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Overlapping values of Wikipedia and Librarianship
Group exercise:
● At your tables, there are printouts of the core values or principles of 
various institutions, including Wikipedia.
● Please, take a moment to read them over and as a group make a list of 
any overlaps you see.
Wikipedia Values
● Freedom
● Accessibility and quality
● Verifiable information
● Openness and diversity
● Collaboration
● Respect and civility
● Freedom to access information
● Equitable access, intellectual freedoms
● Collaboration
● Diversity
● Democratic, for the public good
● Innovation
● Respect
Library Values
History of Wikipedia and libraries: Beginnings
1. Accuracy
2. Competition
3. The 4 C’s
Today: Wiki/library benefits of collaboration
1. Accuracy & sourcing
2. Digital information 
literacy
3. Aligning our visions
4. Open Access
5. Diversity & inclusion


Wiki Tuesday
Welcome to
bit.ly/WikiTuesday
Let’s Edit!
http://bit.ly/Intersect2019Wiki
Event usertag
{{userbox
| border-c      = #B50A16
| id            = [[File:Books Flat Icon 
GIF Animation.gif|40px|alt=Books icon]]
| id-c          = #ededff
| id-fc         = 
| id-s          = 17
| info          = <center>'''This user 
participated in a Wikipedia workshop at 
<br>
[https://www.wnylrc.org/events/82 Intersect 
2019: The Global Library]'''</center>
| info-c        = #fff
| usercategory  = 
}}
Visual editor
1.
2.
Edit summary 
1.
2.
Locate [citation needed] tags - search by topic
Questions?
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